Most recent general purpose processors feature short vector SIMD instructions, like SSE on Pentium IIW4. In this paper we automatically generate platform-adapted short vector code for DSP transform algorithms using SPIRAL. SPIRAL represents and generates fast algorithms as mathematical formulas, and translates them into code. Adaptation is achieved by searching in the space of algorithmic and coding altematives for the fastest implementation on the given platform We explain the mathematical foundation that relates formula constructs to vector code, and overview the vector code generator within SPIRAL. Experimental results show excellent speed-ups compared to ordinary C code for a variety of transforms and computing platforms. For the DFT on Pentium 4, our automatically generated code compares favorably with the handtuned Intel MKL vendor library.
INTRODUCTION
Short Vector Extensions. Recent generations of general purpose processors feature shon vector SIMD (single instruction multiple data) extensions of their instruction set to speed up inleger and floating-point computation. Examples include SSE on PentiumllW4 and AthlonXP, SSE2 on Pentium4, and Motorola AltiVec. These instructions provide parallel operation on short vectors (currently of length v = 2 or v = 4) of floating-point numbers, and have thus the potential to considerably speed up applications. The most imponant short vector extensions are shown in Table 1 .
Unfortunately, taking advantage of these instructions poses a major challenge to developers of high performance software for the following reasons: 1) Automatic vectorization by a compiler is limited to code of very simple structure; thus, hand coding is required to achieve optimal performance. 2) There is no common C programming interface for different vector extensions; thus, written code is not readily portable. 3) Hand writing vector code requires a high level of programming expertise.
In this paper we present our research on automatically genemting short vector implementations of DSP transforms including the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), the discrete cosine transform (DCT), the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT), and many others. Our approach builds on and extends the library generator SPIRAL to overcome the problems mentioned above. 
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Controls
implementation options Formula Translator ble through two main advances: 1) The mathematical framework that relates mathematical (SPL) formulas to vector code and that provides manipulation rules to modify formulas for vectorization.
2) The implementation of this framework as an extension to the SPL compiler to generate vector code. Intuitively, by approaching vectorization on the "higher" mathematical level, we have access to all structural information necessary to generate very fast code; by using SPIRAL's search mechanism, we find the algorithm that can take best advantage of vector instructions, and is thus fastest on the given platform.
Experimental results show that our automatically generated vector code achieves excellent speed-ups compared to state-of-thea n C code (FFTW [5] 
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
We give an overview on SPIRAL'S mathematical foundation. The key concept is the representation of fast transform algorithms as mathematical formulas, which can he efficiently generated and manipulated. We use the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) as illustrative example, noting that the framework captures all linear transforms.
Transforms. The current scope of SPIRAL is the domain of linear DSP transforms, which are represented as matrices. Examples include the DFT, discrete cosine transforms (DCTs), WalshHadamard transform (WHT). filters, and many others.
Algorithms: Rules and Formulas. To capture fast transform algorithms, SPIRAL uses mathematical constructs and primitives. Examples for constructs include the tensor or Kronecker product of matrices, and the direct sum, respectively defined by
and the conjugation A ' = P-'AP by a permutation matrix P . Examples of primitives include diagonal matrices. rotation matrices, and permutation matrices, such as the srridepermuration Fast algorithms are recursive, like the Cooley-Tukey FFT, written as DFT,, = (DFT, €31n)Trn(lm BDFT,) Lz", (I) where TZn is diagonal [9] . An equation like (1) is called rule; a rule expands a transform into other, usually smaller transforms.
Another example for a rule is the row-column computation of an arbitrary 2-dimensional transform T2.dim:
Recursive application of rules, until all transforms are expanded, yields a furmula, which represents a Fast algorithm. Using rules, formula generation is efficient and fast [4] .
Algorithm Search Space. The degree of freedom in recursively expanding a transform leads to a large number of suucturally different formulas. This is the algorithmic search space SPIRAL uses for optimization. Examples for search methods include dynamic programming and an evolutionary algorithm [4, IO] .
Complex Arithmetic. Several transforms, e.g., the DFT, included in SPIRAL are complex, whereas short vector extensions provide only real arithmetic. Thus, we translate complex fnrmulas into real ones, by replacing every complex number a + bj by the matrix (i Lb), which corresponds to the interleaved format.
This translation can bk done formally using an operator using mathematical properties. Examples include Formula manipulation is crucial for generating efficient vector code. It provides the means to change the structure of an algorithm with the goal to improve data access patterns and exhibit maximal subformulas that can be vectorized (see Section 3). Formula manipulation is one key distinction between our approach and vectorizing compilers, which do not have access to the mathematical structure and thus produce suboptimal code (see Section 4).
Standard Code Generation. Within SPIRAL, formulas are represented in the language SPL (signal processing language). The SPL compiler translates formulas into code, using the natural correspondence between formula constructs and coding constructs [3] . For example, tensor products with identity matrices are translated into loops. Diagonals and rotations are translated into arithmetic operations while permutation matrices determine the data acccss. Vector code generation is more challenging and explained in the next section.
GENERATING EFFICIENT VECTOR CODE
In this section we present the vector code generation using the SPI-RAL system. Three key elements are required: 0 A portable SIMD API to hide platform specifics of short vector extensions. The API is a set of C macros that provides all vector operations needed to implement DSP transforms, and can itself he implemented on any current shon vector architecture.
Examples are given in Table 2 .
0 Formula vectorization manipulates a given formula. or algorithm, to obtain a stmcture suitable for mapping to vector code. This technique is the main distinction to vectorizing compilers, which do not have access to the mathematical structure. e Vector code generation maps the manipulated formula into C code using, to the extent possible, the shon vector instructions provided by the SIMD API. We expand on the last two bullets in the following. Further details are provided in [81.
Formula Vectorization. The goal af this first step in the code generation is to manipulate a given formula to exhibit maximal subformulas that can be mapped into short vector code. Our method is based on the observation that the prototypical short vector construct is given by A @ L : 
with permutation matrices P and Q and scaling matrices D and E that originate from real and complex diagonals or direct sums of rotations. Most formulas. i.e., algorithms for DSP transforms do not directly match (7) . and thus have to be manipulated accordingly. We provide a few examples. using identity (5). Both complex diagonals and direct sums of rotation matrices D of length U (which are due to the bar operator essentially the same) are manipulated as
Theresult~'isstructurallyequivalenttoA~1, witha2x2matrix A (although the actual numbers vary). Larger diagonals are converted into direct sums of diagonals of length v and transformed blockwise.
Equation ( and n are appropriate, the first permutation can be implemented by renaming vector variables while the second permutation is implemented Using primitives provided by the portable SIMD API. Factoring the occurring permutations in the right way is the key to performance. Note that not all permutations can be factored into these two classes of operations while keeping the number of operations low. Using formula manipulation, DFTs, WHTs, and multidimensional transforms of 2-power size can be built exclusively from constructs that match equation (7) and can thus be completely vectorized [81.
Generating Vector Code. In this final step, manipulated formulas are translated into short vector code. Any formula ai this stage consists of two types of constructs: I ) vectorizable constructs that match equation (7), and 2) non-vectorirable COnStNCtS. The non-vectotizable constr~cts are translated into standard C code utilizing the standard FPU. In the remainder of this section we briefly discuss haw vectorizable constructs are translated into code.
As explained above, the implementation of A @I, is straightfonvard by generating scalar code for the construct A Using the scalar SPL compiler [31, and then replacing all scalar operations by their respective vector operations using the SIMD API.
Both permutation matrices and scaling matrices in (7) are handled as pre-or postprocessing operations to the memory access. This uses the facts, that vector loads and stores have to be issued explicitly, and that any permutation and scaling matrix is by construction close to such an operation as provided by the portable SIMD API.
Efficient implementation of permutations across different short vector extensions is one of the main challenges in obtaining fast vector code. All current short vector extensions support some (and different) in-vector permutations in their hardware. Some extensions support unaligned memory access and some types of subvector memory access with moderate performance penalty while on other extensions unaligned access and sub-vector access has to he built from multiple aligned vector memory access operations leading to extreme performance degradation. The portable SIMD API handles these problems efficiently.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We benchmarked SPIRAL generated vector code on three different IA-32 compatible machines with very different architectures: a 1 GHz Pentium I11 (Coppermine core), a 2.53 GHz Pentium4, and a 1.73 GHz AthlonXP 2100+. All three machines feature the four-way single-precision SSE extension; the Pentium 4 additionally features the two-way double-precision SSE2. We ran enpenments far 2-power problem sizes for DETs, WHTs and 2D-DCTs (type 11) on all machines for problem sizes that fit into the L2 cache. For all experiments the lntel C++ Compiler 6.0 was used. The SPIRAL generated code was found by dynamic programming searches including a search for the threshold for loop unrolling.
The performance results are given in Figure 2 , for the DFTF in pseudo Gflop/s (5n2"/runtime), else in Gflop/s; thus, higher is better. For all transforms we compared (legend identifier, line style): SPIRAL generated C code (SPIRAL C, solid, diamond); SPIRAL generated C code with C compiler vectorization (SPI-RAL C vect, dotted, bullet); SPIRAL generated SSE or SSE2 code (SPIRAL SSE or SSE2. solid, square): for the DFT, (a)-(d). we included FFTW 2.1.3 C code (FFTW, dash-dotted, x) using the built-in adaptation; and lntel MKL 5.1 SSE/SSE2 code (MKL SSEISSE2, dashed, triangle); for DF? on Pentium 4, (a), we included the runtimes from 161 (Rodriguez, dash-dotted, star), linearly scaled up from 1.4 GHr to 2.53 GHz, as we could not get the code for benchmarking. We summarize the main observations.
. using C compiler vectorization in tandem with SPIRAL C code generation (SPIRAL C vect) in general improves performance, but is far from being optimal. (As an aside, compiler vectorization of FFTW does not improve its performance.) SPIRAL generated vector code achieves excellent speed-ups over the fastest scalar codes on all platforms for all considered transforms. For real four-way extensions (SSE on Pentium 111 and Pentium4) we achieve up to a factor of 3.3, and for two-way extensions (including SSE on the AthlonXP, which is implemented on top of 3DNow!) we achieve up to a factor of 1.8. The best performance was measured for a DFTlzs on Pentium4 with 6.25 pseudo Gflopls (single precision SSE).
For the DFT, with few exceptions. our generated code outperforms the Intel vendor library across platforms and across the sizes considered. We note that the MKL computes the DF? inplace (SPIRAL code is out-of-place) and also uses prefetching instructions. adapting to another platform and/or datatype and implementing on Pentium4, SSE). As expected, the scalar formulas and the SSE2 formulas performed very bad. However, it is intriguing that the SSE optimized formulas, found for Pentiumlll or AthlonXP, performed up to 1.6 times slower than the Pentium4 SSE adapted formulas.
